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1. Introduction:

Lipids are amphipathic molecules that find numerous applications in food, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries where they are either used in their natural form or are modified to suit specific applications. Chemical catalysis is generally the method used industrially for bringing about these transformations. Enzyme assisted processes are now gaining interest globally due to their mild operating conditions and additional advantage of selectivity and specificity that yield highly pure products with improved product quality such as aroma, texture, and color. In the present study lipid modification has been performed using lipase catalyzed interesterification wherein factors such as initial substrate ratios, substrate concentration, and water content influencing the reaction have been identified and studied. Solvent engineering has led to better product profiles in terms of their physico-chemical and functional properties.  New triacylglycerol species were formed in the reaction which is attributed to the restructuring of the triacylglycerol molecules of the precursor starting materials due to interesterification reaction catalyzed by lipase. These studies have led to the production of a range of reaction products that appear to be attractive for applications in food industry in formulating margarines and frying fats.


2. Material and Methods:

Completely saturated fat and unsaturated oil were used as start materials. HyLip which is immobilized form of free TL enzyme was immobilized at the Centre and its interesterification ability was evaluated and compared with commercial Lipozyme TL IM. All solvents used were of analytical grade. 
Reactions were performed in batch mode using jacketed glass reactors of 1L capacity. For continuous mode reactions packed bed reactor placed in thermostated incubator was used. Reaction products were analyzed by reversed phase HPLC equipped with ELS detector, acid value estimation and slip melting profiles were also determined.


3. Significant Results and Discussion:


Initial substrate ratios played a significant role in dictating the extent of new triacylglycerol species formed. Solvent polarity was observed to be a critical parameter and use of hydrophobic solvents resulted in increased acyl-acyl exchange between triacylglycerol molecules of reactant substrates. This could be due to reduction of viscosity of reaction medium by hydrophobic solvents thereby improving mass transfer. HyLip showed a better interesterification efficiency as compared to Lipozyme TL IM as was observed in slip melting point and acid value profiles. Water content of enzyme was found to be an important parameter controlling the extent of interesterification. Water content of solid support of immobilized lipase has a direct effect on the conformation behavior of the enzyme and its activity was directly affected by concentration of water in its microenvironment.
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4. Conclusions:

Modified fats were prepared having altered physico-chemical properties suitable for food applications by enzymatic interesterification between solid fat and liquid oil using immobilized lipase preparation and several key parameters influencing fate of reaction were studied extensively. Considering the recent amendment of Food Safety and Standards Regulations by Govt of India that has allowed use of enzymes for modification of lipids for food purposes, such studies therefore find greater relevance in today’s scenario.
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